SUMMER NEWSLETTER
2018

In March 2018 sixteen F&M students accompanied Andy de Wet and Emily Wilson on a Spring Break
field trip to New Mexico and Arizona. This region has been a favorite destination for quite some time
(see lower right photo from ca. 1981). The main goal of the trip was to take students into the field and
expose them to as much geology as possible! The main themes were: volcanic processes and features,
impacts as a planetary process, human occupation of the SW over time, water resources, and the geological evolution and history of the Colorado Plateau and surrounding area. The group visited the Zuni
Bandera Volcanic Field in NM and the San Francisco volcanic field outside Flagstaff (Sunset Crater etc);
meteor crater; the USGS Astrogeology lab in Flagstaff; the Grand Canyon (undoubtedly the highlight of
the trip); and Hoover Dam. Along the way they also visited some archaeological sites including Wupatki
and Walnut Canyon.
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Greetings from the Director
Dear Alumni and Friends of the Department,
As you will see on the pages that follow, the Society has had a busy year! We continue to support the mission of the
Department of Earth and Environment by enabling it’s faculty and students to do more, more often, and in a superior
manner. I am so pleased to see our alumni coming back to campus, not just for Homecoming and Reunion, but to give
talks in the Department, to actively mentor students, and by aiding the career development of our students.
In 2010 the Society reached a goal of building it’s endowment to $300,000. Just 8 years later I am happy to report that
the market value of the endowment fund is over $600,000! We have used the annual draw on the endowment, membership dues and other gifts to the Founders Society to provide financial support to our students and faculty. Here are
some examples...
Summer and Winter Newsletters, Annual Calendar, Student research support, ENE Spring field trip support, Senior
event, Student field camp scholarships, Outreach to alumni and the alumni directory, Support for students to attend
professional meetings, Support for attending short courses at conferences, Support for the new equipment, Snacks in
the student lounge at exam time, Internships for students (e.g. Wilhelm project), Departmental awards, Faculty research grants.
This support is deeply appreciated by the students and faculty in the Department. I will leave you with snippets of some
words of thanks passed on to me as Director of the Society from students. I encourage you to continue to send in your
dues and, when possible, donate to the Society to help us do more down the road.
“Thank you so much for generously providing funding to help pay for my attendance at geology field camp this summer.
I am really looking forward to this experience and cannot wait for what I am going to learn in this course. I very much
appreciate all your help to allow me to further learn about the geoscience field. “
“I would like to thank all of you tremendously for making these scholarships possible for myself and other students. I’d
especially like to thank you all for granting me with such a generous amount to put towards field camp this summer. I
am more than happy that your society provided me with this gift. Currently I am wrapping up my semester and in June
I will ship myself off to begin this summers adventure. Thank you again for this, it does mean a lot to me. I will make
sure that when I am in the same position as yourselves, that I do the same and give back to the students when I can.
“Thank you so much for the scholarship! I will gladly accept it and will hand in my tuition receipt as soon as I get
it in May. I am grateful for the opportunity you are helping give me to further my studies in the field of geoscience.”
“Thank you to the Founders Society for choosing me! Although I am nervous for field camp, I am also super excited
because I know I will learn so much! “
“Thank you! I will make the department and GeoFounders proud.”
“This is great news! A big thanks to you and the geoscience founders society!”
“I am very appreciative that the Founders Society will help pay for my thin sections.”
Best regards,
Christopher J. Williams Email: chris.williams@fandm.edu
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A Note from the Geoscience Founders Society President
Dear fellow Alumni and Friends of the Department:
If you haven’t had the opportunity to visit the Franklin and Marshall College campus since your
graduation and its absolutely fantastic Earth and Environment Department, plan a visit during the
combined Homecoming & Family weekend. On Saturday (October 27) morning of that weekend
event, the Department will be open and accommodate a casual gathering of students, staff, parents,
and alumni for socializing and receiving Department updates. This is an event sponsored annually
by the Geoscience Founders Society.
Our Society continues to be highly supportive of the Department’s summer field camp program requirement including financial assistance for students having need. In addition, many worthy student
research projects receive financial support by way of the Society’s Endowment Fund. Also note that
last year’s highly successfully and popular Denver Energy and Environmental Field Trip is again
being scheduled for the Earth and Environment and Business departments’ juniors and seniors in
early-January. This program has been conceived, sponsored, planned, and executed by alumni and
underwritten by the Society. Denver-area F&M alumni graciously host students. All these endeavors
are possible because you, the alumni and friends, have established and funded an endowment which
has grown to over $600,000.00, an envy of the other College departments! Please consider and support this Fund in your charitable and planned giving endeavors.
By the way, it is also worthy to mention that one of our own, Dave Lehman, ‘68, had been inducted
this past Spring into the Pennsylvania Wrestling Hall of Fame for his many continuing contributions to collegiate, youth, and Olympic wrestling programs, the latter an increasingly successful and
popular women’s team.
So as I’ve prompted you many times before, visit the Department and please support your Society.
My very best regards,
Lane Schultz, President
Email: lschultz@endlessmountainenergy.com
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Geoscience Founders Society Members

Annual Dues: $25
Lifetime Membership: $1000
Founders Circle -- Garnet: $5,000 Topaz: $25,000 Emerald: $100,000
Officers

President: Lane Schultz ‘66

Vice President: Craig G. Robertson ‘70

Founders Circle - $5,000 or more
ARM Group, Inc.
Thomas & Rosanne Bell P’08
John H Clark ‘62
Dave Eby ‘69
Elizabeth Eide ‘88

ExxonMobil Foundation
Joseph Gianfortoni ‘73
Paul R. Gucwa ‘69
Thomas Hendrix ‘55
Glenn F. Jorgensen ‘75

Current Members

Dillon Alderfer ‘18
Yuning Bai ‘18
Charles Barnosky ‘71
William Bennett ‘18
Paul Black ‘18
David Boyer ‘76
Isabella Bricker ‘18
Kristie Bradford ‘92
Jared Brush ‘18
Alyson Campbell ‘18
Kevin Cerna ‘18
Emmanuel Charles ‘84
Rachel Clifford ‘18
Susan Howes Conrad ‘81
Steven DiBenedetto ‘98
Philip Dinterman ‘98
Alexandra Donahue ‘18
Michael Fedosh ‘77
Tim Folkomer ‘72
Holli Frey ‘99
Gregory Fullam ‘18

Diamond: $1million
Secretary: David H. Lehman ‘68

William Kahl ‘97
Marv & Sue Kauffmann ‘55
Robert S. Kier ‘65
Jason Kislak ‘98
David H. Lehman ‘68

Lehman Family Charitable
Foundation
Maynard Little ‘73
Robert A. Miller ‘83
David Noble ‘52

Peter Patton ‘71
Elliott Pew ‘77
Craig G Robertson ‘70
Stephen Tavernier ‘99
Jerry Wermund ‘48
Donald Wise ‘53

George Duke ‘93
Grover Emrich ‘52
Russell Evarts ‘69
Stephanie B. Gaswirth, ‘97
Larry Gerahian ‘69
Jim Gill ‘68
Justin Gosses ‘04
John Guswa ‘67
William Hackett ‘74
Michael Hillegass ‘51
Alan R. Huffman ‘83
James Humphreville ‘50
Blair (Geoff) Jones ‘82
Megan Johnson Kellner

‘88
Jim Kerr ‘76
Melissa Lane ‘87
Mary Little ‘75
Donald Lockard ‘68
Adam Love ‘96
Kathleen McDonald ‘79
Roland McEldowney ‘63
Thomas Missimer ‘72
James Neese ‘56
Wayne Newell ‘64
Stephen Noel ‘75
Dennis Noll ‘69
Angelo Okuma ‘66

Margaret O’Neal ‘83
Peter M. Powers ‘93
Justin Ries ‘98
Catherine Cross Roman ‘77
Timothy Saylor ‘63
Steven Schamel ‘63
Joseph Schrock ‘68
Ronald Schrock ‘72
Lane Schultz ‘66
Richard Sheppard ‘56
Scott Sklenar ‘80
Sarah Clemens Smith ‘77
David H. Speidel ‘60
E. Amelia Craig Stauffer

James D. Stauffer ‘54
David F. Stephan ‘76
Francis Stiff ‘81
Steven Sylvester ‘71
Roger D. K. & Anna Thomas
Keith G. Thompson ‘81
Ned Tillman ‘71
Robert Tunnell ‘03
Ned Wehler ‘72
Matthew Werner III ‘69
Rebecca ‘95 & Scott Williams
Jesse Yoburn ‘02

Thomas Gardner ‘71
William Gaugler, Jr. ‘74
Martha Goodman ‘73
Richard Grauch ‘66
Abigail Grehlinger ‘18
Ronald Henry ‘85
Justin Herbert ‘09
Amy Hofmann ‘04
Anne Horsley ‘18
Devin Hunter ‘13
Barbara Kirk ‘73
Michael Kenney ‘18
John C. Kepper, Jr. ‘55
Laura Kratz ‘11
Robert Kistler ‘57
Sara Leach ‘18

Logan Lewis ‘18
Alexander Lola ‘18
Cope MacClintock ‘54
Casey McShane ‘18
Matthew Manon ‘02
Edmond Mathez ‘68
David Matz ‘64
Jack McDonald ‘62
Jonathan Meissner ‘18
Richard Mitterer ‘60
Aidan Molloy ‘18
Carson Morris ‘17
Charles Onasch ‘71
Karly Newcomb ‘18
Ziqin Ni ‘18
Ariek Norford ‘18

William Palmer ‘18
Janey Peterson ‘78
Linh Pham ‘18
David Plews ‘73
Noel Potter ‘61
Matthew Pozmanter ‘18
Kenneth Quarles ‘77
Olivia Richards ‘18
Randolph Roberts ‘68
Avik Roychowdhury ‘18
Grant Salley ‘18
Alan Samuelson ‘64
Shelby Sawyer ‘18
Katie Schick ‘18
Stephanie Schick ‘18
Charles Seel ‘49

Stephen Sherbahn ‘18
Virginia Sisson
Nadine Lurie Skinner ‘98
Arthur Snoke ‘67
Alec Snyder-Fair ‘18
Andrew Sparks ‘08
Erin Stewart ‘09
Martin Stolpe ‘56
Matthew Tancer ‘18
Bryan Teschke ‘07
Paul Tetenbaum ‘18
Jaime Tomlinson ‘03
Morgan Torstenson ‘18
Louis Tremblay ‘71
Ryan Ulrich ‘18
Alyssa Ward ‘18
Ralph Wetmore ‘72
John S. White, Jr. ‘56
Jeffrey Winick ‘98
Wendy Wolff ‘18
Yunan Xie ‘17
Karen Blair Yip ‘00

Lifetime Members - $1,000 or more

Thomas Anderson ‘64
Harvey Belkin ‘65
Betsy Beyer
Jeremy Blumberg ‘00
John Bolakas ‘80
Jennifer Smith Boylan ‘87
British Petroleum
Robert Bruant ‘93
Roger L. Burtner ‘58
Mary Cademartori ‘87
Craig Chesner ‘80
David Corman ‘69
Howard Cramer
Harry L. Crouse ‘69
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If you don’t see your name listed, we have not received your dues from
July 2017 - June 2018.

Please make checks payable to: Franklin & Marshall College
Mail to:
Dr. Chris Williams, Department of Earth & Environment
Franklin & Marshall College
PO Box 3003
Lancaster, PA 17604-3003
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Welcome F&M Class of 2018
New Members of the Geoscience Founders Society!

GEOSCIENCE

Yuning Bai, William Bennett, Jared Brush, Kevin Cerna, Logan Lewis, Ziqin (Grace) Ni, Avik Roychowdhury,
Stephen Sherbahn, and Morgan Torstenson

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Isabella Bricker, Abigail Grehlinger, Anne Horsley, Alexander Lola, Casey McShane, Jonathan Meissner, Aidan
Molloy, Linh Pham, Olivia Richards, Wendy Wolff

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Dillon Alderfer, Max Black, Rachel Clifford, Mike Kenney, Sara Leach, Ariek Norford, Matthew Tancer

JOINT STUDIES

Alyson Campbell, Alexandra Donahue, Karly Newcomb, Matthew Pozmanter, Grant Salley, Shelby Sawyer,
Katie Schick, Stephanie Schick, Alec Snyder-Fair, Paul Tetenbaum, Ryan Ulrich

2018 Student Awards

Nancy Juerges Geomorphology Award:
Shelby T. Sawyer ’18

Environmental Science Award:
Ariek B. Norford ’18

Lloyd S. Yeakel Memorial Award in Geology:
Elizabeth L. Driscoll ’20

Class of 1987 Black Memorial Award:
Diane Wagner ‘19

Enviroscan Award
Ryan D. Ulrich ’18

Geology Award:
Ziqin (Grace) Ni ’18 & Morgan L. Torstenson ’18

Burlingame Environmental Studies Research Award
Alexandra D. Donahue ’18

David T. Black Memorial Scholarship:
Tiernan P. Posse ’19

Environmental Studies Award:
Isabella A. Bricker ’18 & Linh N. Pham ’18

Rawnsley Award (College Science Award)
Ziqin (Grace) Ni ’18
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Rachel Clifford ‘18 Environmental Science
Coral Bleaching from a biochemical standpoint.
Advisor: Peter Fields (Biology)
Grace Ni ‘18 Geoscience
Geochemical Analysis of Etruscan Ceramic Artifacts (~700 - 200 BC), Poggio Colla, Italy
Advisor: Stan Mertzman
Ariek Norford ‘18 Environmental Science
Morphological Variation and Plasticity Relating to Ultraviolet Radiation Tolerance in Helisoma trivolvis.
Advisor: Mark Olson (Biology)

Independent Research Presented at the Spring Research Fair 2018

Kevin Cerna ‘18 (Geoscience) Developing a high-sensititivty microgravity map for mapping underground
karst features at Indian Echo Caverns, Hummelstown, PA. Advisor: Tim Bechtel
Dorothy Coplan (Environmental Science) ‘19 & Diane Wagner ‘19 (Geoscience) The lasting effects of
milldams on the West Branch Little Conestoga. Advisor: Dorothy Merritts

Daniel Grossman ‘18 (Spanish) Disrupting the flow: Exploring indigenous resistance to state-sponsored hydroelectric development. Advisor: Eve Bratman
Grace Ni ‘18 (Geoscience) The geochemical analysis and statistical modelling of ceramics at the Etruscan site
of Poggio Colla, Italy. Advisor: Stan Mertzman
Ariek Norford ‘18 (Environmental Science) Morphological variation and plasticity relating to ultraviolet radiation tolerance in Helisoma trivolis. Advisor: Mark Olson
Stephen Sherbahn ‘18 (Geoscience) A comparative study of Pliocene-Pleistocene Corals to late MiocenePliocene Tufas. Advisor: Carol de Wet

Alec Snyder-Fair ‘18 (Geosciences/Biology Joint Studies major) Multi-decadal post-dam breach channel evolution along Big Beaver Creek, south-central Pennsylvania. Advisor: Dorothy Merritts
Morgan Torstenson ‘18 (Geoscience) Cataloging global submarine groundwater discharge locations to determine the magnitue of freshwater discharge. Advisor: Tim Bechtel

Ryan Ulrich ‘18 (Env. Studies/Public Health Joint Studies major) Evaluation of the benchtop (laboratory) and
practical (field) sensitivity and precision of LaCoste & Romberg microgravimeter D324. Advisor: Tim Bechtel
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Tim Bechtel I continued the tradition of taking an exceptional Geo student with me when I teach the geophysics component of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology “Alpine Karst Hydrogeology Field Camp” in Kleinwalsertal, Austria. This year, Morgan Torstenson
‘18 attended. I have also worked with the students of “Team Water” continuing research with Bob Walter on the source of water in “The
Bubble” and nearby karst springs in the Cumberland Valley, PA (see Bob’s description). Humanitarian De-mining research continues,
with Hackman Scholar Gaby Sallai – a pre-engineering Physics student who is working on processing data from a time-of-flight camera
mounted on the front of our “Ugo 1st” multi-sensor subsurface detection vehicle. Gaby is writing code to orthorectify the data to make
DEMs that will aid navigation, align images from the multiple sensors, and correct subsurface holograms recorded beneath uneven
ground. Gaby has just begun experiments to see if the camera can provide real-time tripwire detection.
Eve Bratman This summer I’ve been busy with two strands of a broader book project, and focused on collecting data for related scholarly articles. Amelia Cadwell ’19 is my Hackman Summer Scholar working on the precautionary principle, neonicotinoid pesticide
regulations, and their relation to pollinator protection. Kathleen Miao ’20 was my Humanities and Social Sciences Student Exploration
Fund Scholar, and conducted focused historical research on urban beekeeping, with a special eye for women and rooftop beekeepers in
the United States. This research, loosely titled “The Honeybee in Global Environmental Politics,” focuses on honeybees as a symbolic
cause célèbre of environmental protection, and it inquires into how different approaches to honeybee protection might suggest broader
social and ethical changes necessary for human flourishing in the Anthropocene. You can read more about our summer research here:
https://www.fandm.edu/news/latest-news/2018/07/12/summer-research-the-honeybee-in-global-environmental-politics . I traveled to
Washington DC with Amelia and Kathleen to conduct related interviews with the USDA and several non-governmental organizations,
as well as to make use of the Library of Congress photo archives. Additionally, I squeezed in a week in Parma, Italy, to do research at the
European Food Safety Authority, and a few days in Copenhagen with colleagues Jeffrey Nesteruk (BOS) and Patrick Fleming (ECON)
to participate in the Aspen Institute / Copenhagen Business School conference on Business and the Liberal Arts. Topping it all off, a
workshop on Contemplation and Environmental Practice at the Lama Foundation in New Mexico in August holds great promise for
further supporting my teaching and mindfulness-related pedagogy. In other news, my family and I are happy to announce that new Baby
Bratman is due to arrive in late October!
Elizabeth De Santo This past fall, I was invited to present on my Marine Protected Area (MPA) research at the Duke University Marine
Lab, twenty years after I started as a student there. I was also honored to be invited to speak at Common Hour on the ongoing review of
our National Monuments. This spring I presented a paper on high seas MPAs at the International Studies Association (ISA) in San Francisco, and this area of my research has expanded in the run-up to the negotiations for a new legal agreement under the UN Convention
on the Law of the Sea starting in September. I was quoted in articles on the negotiations in Scientific American and Nature, and I published an editorial on the topic in the Hill on World Oceans Day (June 8th). I have a few chapters and articles in review at the moment,
and I am preparing to go up for tenure! This past academic year I supervised independent study research by Olivia Richards ‘18 on the
efficacy of oyster management sanctuaries in Chesapeake Bay, and I had the opportunity to expand my teaching to include a freshman
Connections course on “The Whale”, which offered an interdisciplinary approach to thinking about human interactions with nature. Not
only was it a lot of fun to teach, but it also went very well, ending with a whale watching field trip off Cape May, NJ.
Andy de Wet During spring break I co-led, with Emily Wilson, a Department field trip with 16 students to New Mexico and Arizona
where we examined volcanoes (Zuni-Bandera Volcanic Field in the El Malpais National Monument and the San Francisco Volcanic
Field outside Flagstaff), impacts (Meteor Crater) and canyons (the Grand Canyon)! We also visited various archeological sites including
Wupatki, El Morro, and Walnut Canyon (see more details elsewhere in the newsletter). Jared Brush ’18 presented the results of our
work in Greenland at NEGSA in Vermont. This summer is the first summer I am not doing any research-related field work which has
given me time to develop several papers based on field data collected previously in Chile (with Carol and various F&M students), Iceland, Greenland and New Mexico. This spring Diane Kadyk, our Academic Department Coordinator of over 10 years decided to move
to another position at F&M. This is an exciting move for Diane and we wish her well. This necessitated a (successful) search for Diane’s
replacement over the summer. Please welcome Melissa Betrone to the Department. She will start in August. More about Melissa in the
Winter Newsletter.
Carol de Wet Carol de Wet published de Wet, C.B., Arienzo, M., Dinterman, P., and Hopkins, D., 2017, Depositional Facies Influence
on Shallow Burial Dolomitization, and Triassic Dedolomitization, Middle Cambrian Ledger Formation, York, Pennsylvania, Characterization and Modeling of Carbonates–Mountjoy Symposium I, SEPM Special Publication No. 109, SEPM (Society for Sedimentary
Geology), eISBN 978-56576-353-1 doi.dx.doi.org/10.2110/sepmsp.109.08. It is wonderful to see the hard work that students put into
their independent study projects come to fruition in a professional publication. Carol worked with Ziqin Ni ‘18 (Grace) to characterize
depositional and diagenetic components and textures from Wilhelm Tract core samples. She also enjoyed working with Sam Patzkowsky ‘20 and Ellie Driscoll ‘20 on diatom and stromatolite identification in Miocene-Pliocene freshwater palustrine carbonates from
the Atacama Desert, Chile and helped a first year student get started on a research project at the College’s Spalding Conservancy.
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Paul Harnik This spring I was awarded a NSF CAREER grant which will support an integrated set of research and educational activities on the historical ecology of marine communities in the Gulf of Mexico over the next five years. This grant, along with a fellowship
that I received from the National Academies, and the support of F&M’s Hackman Summer Scholars program, has allowed me to greatly
scale up my fieldwork in the Gulf of Mexico. This summer Andy Marquez ’19 (ENV SCI), Jared Benjamin ’20 (BIO), Stephanie
Liu ’20 (ENV SCI & BIO), Ian Wachino ’20 (GEO), Michellee Garcia ’21 (undeclared), Jamila Gowdy ’21 (undeclared), and I collected samples of living and historical molluscan communities on the continental shelf offshore Louisiana, Alabama, and Florida. We
accomplished a tremendous amount despite somewhat challenging field conditions (e.g., rough seas, intense heat), and were rewarded
for our efforts with sightings of dolphins and sea turtles, and many, many samples of marine mollusks. Back on campus, we have begun
imaging the larval shells of different bivalve species with the scanning electron microscope to investigate how their life histories may
be responding to anthropogenic eutrophication and climate change. This spring Morgan Torstenson ’18 (GEO) presented a poster at
the Northeastern GSA section meeting and I gave a talk at the Ocean Sciences conference on related Gulf research. On other fronts, a
study that I conducted on the geographic range shifts of woody plants following the Last Glacial Maximum was published in Ecology
and Evolution earlier this year.
Eric Hirsch I was so thrilled to join the faculty of Franklin & Marshall College last summer, and have had a lively and busy first year
in the Department of Earth & Environment. This year, I’ve helped to develop new courses and student research foci in environmental
justice, the social scientific dimensions of climate change, and indigenous issues. I also launched my new Environmental Migration
Lab, which will house a variety of research projects focused on the relationship between environmental change and human migration.
Several student volunteers and I - including Meghan Byrne ‘19, Mira Lerner ‘20, Ahmed Barakat ‘20, Thanh Nguyen ‘20, Emily
O’Hara ‘20, and Katie McCarthy ‘21 - had the chance to begin interviewing refugees resettled in Lancaster about their experiences
of environmental change. This summer, I’m continuing background research on environmental migration, applying for a few grants to
support the project, and getting ready to recruit Hackman Scholars for next summer. I’m also writing up some of my additional research
on sustainable development programs and indigenous environmental justice in the Peruvian Andes.
Dorothy Merritts For the past year, several research associates (recent F&M graduates), undergraduate research assistants, collaborators, and I have been doing intensive field work with high precision survey equipment and a drone in order to document rates of stream
bank erosion throughout the mid-Atlantic region. Research associate Evan Lewis ’16 became a certified drone pilot in late 2017, and
is getting skilled at creating digital elevation models from the drone photos. He now is teaching two new research associates (Logan
Lewis ‘18 and Shelby Sawyer ‘18, and we are using the approach at sites of recent dam removals and stream restoration projects. This
work is linked to our long-term Moss-Ritter field project on Pleistocene to Holocene landscape change, in that stream bank and bed
erosion cut through historic millpond sediment to expose buried landscapes, deposits, and soils that are mostly Holocene to Pleistocene
in age. Intriguingly, we find that stream meandering and bank erosion appear to accelerate once streams cut down into the Pleistocene
periglacial colluvium, because the colluvial gravel then becomes reworked as point bars that enable more bank erosion to occur. Summer research students supported from the Moss-Ritter and other department funds this year include John Ruck ’20, Zach Villari ’19,
Ian Wachino ’20, Victoria Daly ’19 and Skye Hunter ’20. These students were closely involved in a dam removal the week of July
9 on nearby Chiques Creek, and are helping to monitor the erosion that is occurring since then. Monitoring includes time lapse photos
from half a dozen game cameras pointed at the dam and the stream at various locations near the dam, as well as repeat surveying, soil
sampling, and water quality analyses. Senior thesis students Logan Lewis ‘18 and Alec Snyder-Fair ‘18 presented their work at the
Northeastern Geological Society of America meeting in Burlington, Vermont in March, and we plan to take a large group to the fall
American Geophysical Union meeting in Washington, DC, this coming December.
Stan Mertzman I submitted NSF Proposal Number 1827311, January 31, 2018 to EAR – Major Research Instrumentation entitled:
MRI: Acquisition of an X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) Vacuum Spectrometer. The requested amount was $255,134.00. Not a single communication was had between January 31 and June 25th. On June 25 I received an email from Kevin T.M. Johnson, PhD, Program Director for Instrumentation and Facilities Program (IF), Major Research Instrumentation Program (MRI), and International Continental
Drilling Program (ICDP) in the Division of Earth Sciences (GEO/EAR), National Science Foundation and I quote: “Dear Professor
Mertzman, I just wanted to let you know that your MRI proposal for a new XRF reviewed very well in both mail and panel reviews, and
I intend to recommend it for funding. Congratulations!” No review(s) to put the proposal into a gray area; no negotiation about level of
funding; no nothing except you are funded. Period. I hope to have access to the money in September, place the order, and take delivery
between Thanksgiving and Christmas, 2018. Keep your fingers crossed!
Rob Sternberg Rob Sternberg is still retired. He attended the annual meeting of the Society of American Archaeology in April, and
the International Symposium of Archaeometry in the Yucatan, Mexico, in May. He recently traveled to New Mexico to see the land art
installation entitled The Lightning Field, and to enjoy eating a Navajo taco while visiting Canyon de Chelly, Arizona.
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Jim Strick Jim Strick won the College’s Dewey Award for research last year for his books Sparks of Life, The Living Universe: NASA
and the Development of Astrobiology, and most recently Wilhelm Reich, Biologist (Harvard, 2015). He was an active participant 20162018 in an interdisciplinary faculty reading group on the topic of reductionism in the life and behavioral sciences. This culminated in
a mini-symposium at F&M in March 2018, dedicated to retiring Religious Studies Professor Annette Aronowitz, at which Strickgave a
talk. During 2017-18 he served as Associate Chair of the Dept. of Earth and Environment and on the Common Hour Committee. Jim
is chair of the Science, Technology and Society Program, will serve this fall as chair of the Environmental Studies Program Committee
and also serves on the Program Committees for Public Policy and Public Health.
Bob Walter I am working with a team of five outstanding students on two separate projects. The first project is a study of Boiling
Springs, in Cumberland County, PA, where research by the USGS found 5 to 7 times more water being discharged than can be accounted
for by its topographic watershed. This observation piqued our curiosity. Tim Bechtel and I have collaborated on this study for the past
five years, so far yielding seven undergraduate theses and one peer-reviewed publication with a student as senior author (Longenecker et
al., 2017). The objective of this study is to determine the source and flow path of water emanating from this spring. This summer, John
Ruck ’20, Zach Villari ’19, and Ian Wachino ’20 collected water samples from this and a dozen neighboring springs for ICP-OES,
ICP-MS and Sr-isotope analyses and conducted in situ measurements of T, pH, Specific Conductance and ORP. Concentrations of dissolved ions in spring water should provide clues about the lithologies through which the springwater flowed. The second project, with
students Victory Daly ’19 and Skye Hunter ’20, is a study of two fallout radionuclides, 7Be and 210Pbex, which are used to “fingerprint” the source of fine-grained sediment transported by streams during storms. Both radionuclides are delivered to the earth’s surface
by precipitation and sorb onto fine-grained sediments (silts & clays). 7Be has a 53 day half life and 210Pbex has a 22.3 year half life,
so each have different temporal applications. We are collaborating with colleagues from the USGS to test the hypothesis that rainfall
delivered directly to a stream channel can affect the 7Be and 210Pbex activities of sediment by sorbing on to fine particles while in suspension. If true, this will impose a systematic error that has not been fully understood or quantified before. We will test this hypothesis
by setting up experiments to collect precipitation, suspended sediment, and source sediment, conducting mixing experiments in the lab,
and analyzing the fallout isotopes in these experimental sediments by gamma spectrometry. Students on both projects were funded by the
Hackman Summer Scholars program (Daly, Ruck, Villari and Wachino) and the Clare Booth Luce scholarship (Hunter). We are grateful
for this support of undergraduate research.
Chris Williams I have been on sabbatical for the past year and now look forward to returning to full time work in the classroom and
lab. I have spent a good deal of time in the lab conducting carbon quality measurements on Holocene peat samples collected from a
number of peat bogs of varying morphology in the Northeast. I have managed to pull the chemistry together along with trace gas production data and carbon accumulation rates for each peatland to put a story together about what controls peat accumulation in these bogs. I
have a paper in press with my collaborators at the American Museum of Natural History (David Grimaldi) and Lafayette College (David
Sunderlin) that details the biological inclusions in Paleogene amber collected at our field site in the Chickaloon Formation in Alaska.
Nearly 10,000 pieces of amber were screened, yielding several inclusions of fungi and plant fragments, but mostly terrestrial arthropods:
29 specimens in 10 orders and 13 families. Chickaloon amber contains the most northerly fossil records of pseudoscorpions, thrips, and
Cenozoic ants and mites so we are learning quite a bit about high-latitude biodiversity in the globally warm Paleogene. Look for the
paper in American Museum Novitates in a few months. I will serve was chair of the Environmental Science Program Committee this
coming academic year and serve as Associate Chair of the Department of Earth and Environment as well.
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New Paper on Skolithos at Chickies Rock
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Who amongst our alumni does not remember field studies at Chickies Rock, on at
least one if not two or three occasions? Now, Roger Thomas has joined with two trace
fossil specialists, Dirk Knaust (Statoil, Norway) and H. Allen Curran (Smith College),
in collaborative work that has led to publication of a reassessment of the status and paleobiology of the burrows, first named here as Skolithos linearis by Lancaster County
naturalist Samuel Haldeman, in 1840. These are the originally vertical burrows that
Don Wise employed as plumb lines in his analysis of the structural deformation of the
quartzite and its shale partings. Recognition of pyrite associated with even some of
the thinnest of these partings has novel implications for Cambrian paleoceanography
and the supply of nutrients that sustained the makers of the Skolithos burrows. The
paper appeared on-line in May, in Earth Science Reviews. Steps are being taken to
have Chickies Rock County Park recognized as a “PaleoPark” by the International
Paleontological Association.
See: Knaust, Dirk, Roger DK Thomas, and H. Allen Curran. “Skolithos linearis Haldeman,
1840 at its early Cambrian type locality, Chickies Rock, Pennsylvania: Analysis and designation of a neotype.” Earth-Science Reviews 185 (2018): 15-31.

Announcing the Marv Kauffman Field Camp Scholarship Program

For several years now the Founders Society has been offering financial support to students attending field camp.
We are pleased to announce that we are designating this scholarship program the “Marv Kauffman Field Camp
Scholarship Program” in honor of retired professor Dr. Marvin “Marv” E. Kauffman.
Marv Kauffman, born in Lancaster, majored in Geology at F&M, graduating in 1955. Following graduate work
at Northwestern University (M.S. 1957) and Princeton (Ph.D. 1960), he returned to join the faculty here in 1959.
Over the next 26 years, he taught physical geology and sedimentology, and he introduced an innovative course
on quantitative methods to the curriculum. Marv was always involved in teaching in the field, including January
courses in Florida and the southwestern U.S. as well, of course, during the summers at the YBRA field camp in
Montana. A strong advocate of science education, Marv became extensively involved in activities of the National
Association of Geology Teachers, where he played a key role in development of the NAGT-USGS Cooperative
Summer Field Training Program. Marv also served as an NSF Program Director for Education and Human Resources in the Directorate of Geosciences until his retirement in 1993. He continues to play a leadership roll at
YBRA as a Special Councilor Emeritus while also enjoying Red Lodge, Montana in the summer and residing in
Pearland, Texas in the remainder or the year.
If you wish to make a donation in support of the scholarship program you may do so by directing your gift to the
Founders Society at the address at the bottom of page 4 of this newsletter.
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Sequence Stratigraphy Workshop at F&M
Ryan Samuels graduated May 2014 as a Geoscience major and worked for DJ Resources for the summer months
with alumni Dave Lehman ‘68, Jack Rosenthal ‘06, Devin Hunter ‘13. Ryan received his M.Sc. degree from
Texas A&M University and now works in the Washington D.C. area for AECOM, an environmental consulting
firm. There are four F&M alumni working in the same department at AECOM! These two examples demonstrate
the depth and breadth of our alumni network.
Ryan has taken the concepts and predictive characteristics of marine sequence stratigraphy and adapted them to
apply to continental strata. His approach is novel and effective. He has been able to demonstrate that applying
the general facies concept to widely spaced terrestrial core and outcrop data often produces incomplete or erroneous depositional models. Using the predictive capacity inherent in sequence stratigraphic packages lead Ryan to
construct robust models that have proven themselves correct across a wide range of environmental projects. His
groundbreaking approach has made Ryan a sought-after speaker.
Thus we were particularly honored and delighted that Ryan gave a one day workshop on his approach of using
sequence stratigraphic concepts and applications to the students in GEO 324: Sedimentology & Stratigraphy in
April 2018. Using a class and lab period, with a department catered lunch in between, the students spent 6 hours
learning and grappling with concepts and exercises that showed them a new way of thinking about shallow subsurface data. This is relevant to groundwater contamination flowpaths, sand and gravel aquifer predictions, and a
host of other issues that environmental consulting firms deal with on a daily basis.
Thank you Ryan for sharing your expertise and time with F&M Geoscience students, significantly enriching their
undergraduate experience!
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Brunton Compass Challenge
In the Winter Newsletter the Department made an appeal for alumni support to help replace out ageing fleet
of Brunton compasses. We are pleased to report that we have received $5,400 in gifts directed to purchase
Bruntons and will move forward with the replacement plan. The Department will be purchasing several of the
tried and true traditional Bruntons as well as a few of the more elaborate Brunton Geo Pocket Transits. These
will be engraved and put into service for the fall. The Department would like to thank all of those who reached
out to the Department to support this initiative and to provide advice on Brunton repairs and good vendors for
Bruntons.
We would especially like to thank the following alumni for directing gifts towards the purchase of the
new Bruntons!
Harvey Belkin ‘65
James Humphreville ‘50
Joseph Gianfortoni ‘73
Glenn Jorgensen ‘75
Wayne Newell ‘64
Keith G. Thompson ‘81

Dear Friends,

Calling All Graduates of the Last Decade

This past semester I had the opportunity to teach GEO 110, The Dynamic Earth, as an adjunct professor at F&M.
My class had 16 students, mostly freshman and sophomores. Each of them brought an interesting perspective to
the course. They majored in art history, business, environmental science, government and geology, among others.
The students were excited, engaging and inquisitive, just like we were when we honed our skills and developed a
passion for our planet. Although some time has passed since I took the class with Professor Williams, much of the
core components remain the same, including the archetype field trips to Chickies Rock and Indian Echo Caverns.
My main takeaway from this experience is that the department is alive and well!
On behalf of F&M and the Department of Earth & Environment, I am hoping that you will join your classmates in
supporting the department. The Earth & Environment Department is truly unique among the academic departments
at F&M and the Geoscience Founders Society gives students opportunities not available elsewhere on campus. They
receive funding for summer research projects, assistance with field camp and go on amazing departmental field
trips, most recently, students took a trip out west and geo-toured several national parks over spring break. Gifts to
the Geoscience Founders Society (or any other affinity you choose) can be made online at https://www.fandm.edu/
giving
I hope you are all doing well and I look forward to hearing from you!
All the best,
Justin Herbert ‘09
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At the end of the semester the staff, faculty, and students came together to celebrate the success of our majors with a reception sponsored by the Founders Society at Iron Hill Brewery. The seniors were formally welcomed as new members of the
Geoscience Founders Society at the event. The Department continued a recent tradition of distributing graduation cords for
graduates in each of the three majors and for graduation with honors. We also said farewell to two of our friends. Mick Kulick, Director of Public Policy retired from F&M this Spring. Diane Kadyk, the ENE Department Coordinator for the past
10 years is moving into a new position at F&M. Many thanks to both for a job well done!
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Student Presentations at Regional & National Meetings
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* Patzkowsky, Samuel; Randall, Emily; Rosen, Madison; Thompson, Addison; Moua, Pa; Schantz, Krysden; Pollock Meagen; Williams Michael; Matesich, Cameron: New cosmogenic and VML dates and revised emplacement history of the Ice
Springs volcanic field in the black rock desert, Utah. (2017) Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs. Vol.
49, No. 6
* Brush, Jared; de Wet, Andrew P.; de Wet, Gregory; Bradley, Raymond S.; Zhao, Boyang: Spatial analysis of watersheds
associated with the eastern Norse settlement of Greenland. (2018) Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs.
Vol. 50, No. 2
* Torstenson, Morgan; Harnik, Paul: Effects of natural and anthropogenic eutrophication on bivalve life history in the northern Gulf of Mexico. (2018) Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs. Vol. 50, No. 2
* Snyder-Fair, Alec; Dorothy J. Merritts; Robert C. Walter; Noah P. Snyder; Michael Rahnis; Evan Lewis; Multi-decadal
post-dam breach channel evolution along Big Beaver Creek, southeastern. Pennsylvania. (2018) Geological Society of
America Abstracts with Programs. Vol. 50, No. 2
* Lewis, Logan; Dorothy J. Merritts; Robert C. Walter; Noah P. Snyder; Michael Rahnis; Evan Lewis: Historic millpond
sediment storage and post-dam breach erosion, Chiques Creek Watershed, Pennsylvania. (2018) Geological Society of
America Abstracts with Programs. Vol. 50, No. 2

Dr. John Moss, one of the
founding members of the
Department of Geology at
F&M would be celebrating
his 100th birthday this year
on October 25th. Hall, seen
here in a 1960 Oriflamme
photo of the Geology Department members, came
to F&M in 1948. He is remembered by many as an
engaging teacher, a caring
advisor and mentor and a
distinguished scientist with
interests that spanned from
geology to environmental
studies. Happy 100th Dr.
Moss!

John H. Moss 100th Birthday
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Spring Break Field Trip
Major locations:

Grand Canyon
NP

SP Crater
Hoover Dam

			

Wupatki
NM

USGS
Astrogeology lab
Walnut Canyon
NM

Meteor
crater

Zuni-Bandera
Volcanic Field

El Morro
NM
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Mark your Calendars!
Franklin & Marshall College
Homecoming Weekend
October 26-28, 2018
We hope to see you on campus!
Details at: https://www.fandm.edu/alumni-connections
Send your alumni news updates to: chris.williams@fandm.edu
Visit us on the web: http://www.fandm.edu/earth-environment

Follow us on Twitter: @FANDMENE
Like us on Facebook:
“F&M Department of Earth & Environment”
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